[Spectral analysis of the EEG and intracortical connections in the presence of a pathologic focus at different levels of the human brain].
EEG spectral analysis in 68 patients with focal brain lesions has shown that EEG power spectra are characterized by greatest changes in the focal zone, as manifested in the augmenting of the slow component and diminution of the alpha-component. By means of phasic analysis it has been established that the slow component is generated in the focal zone. Analysis of the complex function of EEG coherence detected different variants of changes in the spatial-temporal organization of cortical electrical activity, determined by localization of the focus and the extent of its impact on the brain. The revealed discordance of EEG connections, diminution of coherence in some parts of the hemispheres with simultaneous enhancement in the others, manifested differently in different physiological rhythms ranges, reflects an impairment in the structure of intracortical connections of electrical processes, which is typical of the normal brain.